**HO 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer**

**Santa Fe**

- ATH97929 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, SFRD “The Scout” #No Number
- ATH97930 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, SFRD “The Scout” #(3)
- ATH97931 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, SFRD “The Grand Canyon” #No Number
- ATH97932 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, SFRD “The Grand Canyon” #(3)
- ATH97933 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, SFRD Large Logo #No Number
- ATH97934 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, SFRD Large Logo #(3)

**Wilson**

- ATH97935 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, WCLX #5077
- ATH97936 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, WCLX #5081
- ATH97937 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, WCLX #5102

**Fruit Growers Express**

- ATH97938 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, FOBX #4055
- ATH97939 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, FOBX #4097
- ATH97940 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, FOBX #4123

**Rath Packing Company**

- ATH97941 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, RPRX #2103
- ATH97942 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, RPRX #2108
- ATH97943 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, RPRX #2110

**Northern Pacific**

- ATH97944 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, NP #94013
- ATH97945 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, NP #94036
- ATH97946 | HO RTR 50’ Ice Bunker Reefer, NP #94071

**All Road Names**

**PROTOTYPE HISTORY:**
Non-ATSF Models: These colorful cars are intended to capture the flavor of vintage 50’ Ice Reefers. They are not intended to be prototypically accurate.

**MODEL FEATURES:**

- Fully assembled and ready for your layout
- Includes molded and wire form grab irons, stirrup steps and recessed ladders
- Positionable Santa Fe-style reversed ice hatches with etched hatch stops
- Machined RP25 profile metal wheels
- 3-packs available with 3 different numbers (Santa Fe only)
- Separately applied end tack boards
- Separately applied door latch bars
- Photo-etched brake platform
- McHenry scale knuckle spring couplers installed
- Santa Fe versions come equipped with National B-1 trucks

**$32.98** Individual SRP  **$93.98** 3-Pack SRP